Very popular viewpoint of city, Elliott Bay & Mt. Rainier.
Lawn, benches, or a sculpture.

Plaque on wall; (Viewpoint)
"Kerry Park given to the City in 1928 by Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sperry Kerry, Sr., so that all who stop here may enjoy this view."

Plaque on sculpture:
"Changing Form Doris Chase 1971"
Monumental, volumetric, space frame steel sculpture by Doris Chase, of Seattle; top section changes position with wind direction. Gift of Kerry's daughter, Mrs. Kerry Trinkle and Olive Kerry and Albert Kerry Jr., in 1971. Sculpture rests on a pedestal of brick steps.

Large water tank buried under ballfield.

Two nickels at 1 ft. deep

1.4 Acres
Gift in 1904 by Geo. Kinneer
"...for park breeder" (named Franklin Pk.)

Gift in 1927 by A. S. Kerry Sr.
"...for park purposes"
(formerly Kerry Park)

KERRY VIEWPOINT
ALSO BAYVIEW-KINNEAR PLAY Pk.
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